PRE-INSTALLATION

ENGINEERED HARDWOOD
FLOORING
INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

IMPORTANT INSTALLATION GUIDELINGES
ARE INCLUDED IN THIS MATERIAL. PLEASE
READ CAREFULLY BEFORE PROCEEDING
WITH INSTALLATION

Storage and Handling
Wood flooring should be stored in the environment in
which it is expected to be installed. Do not deliver the
materials until the environment is in a controlled
environment. The wood subflooring materials should not
exceed 12% moisture content. The moisture content of both
subfloor and wood flooring should be measured and
documented to determine proper moisture content with a
reliable wood moisture meter. The difference between the
moisture content of the wood subfloor and the wood
flooring must not exceed 3%.

INSTALLER/OWNER RESPONSIBILITY
It is the owner/installer’s responsibility to carefully inspect
the flooring for visible defects PRIOR TO
INSTALLATION. Contact your seller if you have doubts
about the grade, factory finish or other quality aspects. If
the owner/installer is not satisfied with an individual plank,
that piece should not be installed. Once installed, the plank
is considered accepted by the owner/installer.

Acclimate the wood flooring as long as necessary to meet
the job site moisture conditions. Store in a dry place being
sure to provide at least a four-inch air space under cartons,
which are stored upon “on-grade” concrete floors. Flooring
should not be delivered until the building has been closed
in with windows and doors in place and until cement work,
plastering and all other “wet” work is completed and dry.

Job Site Condition
Warranties do no cover visible defects once they are
installed. industry standard allows natural imperfections up
to 5%.
Review the received flooring and compare with the sample
board based on which the floor was selected before
installation. As sample board can only present a relatively
small area and may not reveal all possible features/color
variations of the floorings, it is important that the owner
approve the received floors prior to installation. If owner is
unsatisfied with the floors, do not start installation and do
not open any additional cartons. Contact your local retailer
immediately.
Color variations, mineral streaks, and knots are considered
part of the natural character and beauty of wood flooring
and are not considered manufacturing defects.
It is the owner/installer’s responsibility to determine that
the job-site environment and sub-floor meet all applicable
standards. The owner/installer is responsible for insuring
that the purchased product is at the proper moisture content
for the region. Do not deliver the flooring to job-site if
appropriate temperature and humidity conditions cannot be
met. All sub-floors must be flat, dry, clean and structurally
sound.

Wood flooring should be one of the last jobs completed in a
construction project. Prior to installing wood floors, the
building must be structurally complete and enclosed,
including installation of exterior doors and windows. All
finished wall coverings and painting should be completed.
Concrete, masonry, drywall, and paint must also be
complete, allowing adequate drying time as to not raise
moisture content within the building.
A week prior to flooring installation, the job-site must
maintain a consistent room temperature between 60-80
degrees and relative humidity between 35-50%. This
condition is considered as normal living condition and must
be maintained year-round. Failure to maintain the
temperature and relative humidity requirements voids the
product warranties.
It is essential that basements and crawl spaces are dry.
Crawl spaces must be a minimum of 18" from the ground
to underside of joists. A vapor barrier must be established
in crawl spaces using 6 mil black polyethylene film with
joints overlapped and taped.
During the final pre-installation inspection, sub-floors must
be checked for moisture content using the appropriate
metering device for wood and/or concrete. Hardwood
flooring must acclimate for as long as necessary to meet

minimum installation requirements for moisture content.
Always use a moisture meter to monitor the flooring and
job-site conditions as they acclimate, until the wood is
neither gaining nor losing moisture.

Subfloor Condition
CLEAN: Subfloor must be free of wax, paint, oil, sealers,
adhesives and other debris. Sweep and vacuum all debris
from the subfloor. Debris on the subfloor may cause
uneven surfaces in the finished floor, poor fit between
planks and poor adhesive bond in glue-down installations.
FLAT: Subfloors must be flat within 3/16˝ over 10´(5 mm
in 3 m) radium and/or 1/8˝ over 6´(3 mm in 2 m) radius.
Sand high areas or joints. If the floor is to be glued down,
fill low areas with a latex additive cementitious. When
mechanically fastening the floor down, flatten low spots
with layers of 15# builders felt, plywood or shims (not
leveling compounds). Leveling materials must provide a
structurally sound subfloor that does not affect the holding
power of the fastener.
DRY: Measure the moisture content of both the sub-floor
and the hardwood flooring with a pin moisture meter. Subfloors should not exceed 12% moisture content. The
moisture difference between sub-floor and hardwood
flooring should not exceed 3%. If sub-floors exceed this
amount, an effort should be made to locate and eliminate
the source of moisture before further installation.
STRUCTURELY SOUND: Wood subfloors must be well
fastened. Nail or screw any areas that are loose or squeak.
Wood panels should exhibit an adequate fastening pattern,
glued/screwed or nailed as system requires using an
acceptable nailing pattern. Flatten any swollen edges as
necessary. Replace any water-damaged, swollen or
delaminated subflooring or underlayment.

INSTALLATION
To achieve a uniform color and shade mixture across
the entire floor, open and work from several different
cartons at a time.

Nail Down Method
Choose a starting wall according to the most aesthetically
or architecturally important elements in the room, taking
into consideration fireplaces, doors, cabinets and
transitions, as well as the squareness of the room. The

starting wall will often be the longest unbroken wall in the
room.
Measure out from the starting wall the width of one
flooring plank plus the appropriate expansion space. Snap a
working line parallel to the starting wall, allowing ½ inch
expansion space between the starting wall and the edge of
the first strip or plank run. As a general rule, a ½ inch
expansion space must be left around the perimeter and at all
vertical obstructions.
Use edge or blind stapler/nailer with 1-1/2” to 2” fastener
for floors of 5/8”to 3/4” thickness or 1-1/4” to 1-1/2”
fasteners for floors of 5/16” to 9/16 thickness. Always do a
test plank to verify that fatteners are seating properly and
not causing dimpling on the surface.
Lay one row of strip or plank along the entire length of the
working line. Top-nail and blind-nail the first row (handnail if necessary), using appropriate fasteners. Denser
species may require pre-drilling.
Each succeeding row should be blind-nailed with the
nailing machine every 4” to 6” along the tongue and 2” to
3” from each end joint. At the finishing wall and other
obstructions, it may be necessary to blind-nail by hand until
top nailing is required.
Racking rule of thumb: Avoid H patterns (where an end
joint is adjacent to another end joint in the second to last
row installed). Stagger end joints of boards row to row a
minimum of 18 inches. Use cut ends to start the subsequent
row, discard any pieces shorter than 12 inches.
Where spacing is required: Use a washer or removable
spacer to leave additional space every few rows and/or start
in center of room and work out to both sides. Do not use
spacers that may cause damage on factory-finished
products.
Trim the last row of floors to maintain the minimum
expansion space at the finish wall. Blind-nail, face-nail or
use wood floor adhesive, as necessary, to complete the final
rows.

Glue Down Method
Choose a starting wall according to the most aesthetically
or architecturally important elements in the room, taking
into consideration fireplaces, doors, cabinets and
transitions, as well as the squareness of the room. The
starting wall will often be the longest unbroken wall in the
room.

Measure out from the starting wall the width of one
flooring plank plus ½” expansion space. Snap a working
line parallel to the starting wall. Install backer boards as
guides along the wall side of the chalk line. Anchor the
backer boards in place with screws or finish nails. Over
concrete subfloors, anchor the backer boards with concrete
screws or concrete nails. These boards will be removed
later.
Adhesive that is allowed to dry on the plank surface can be
difficult to remove and may leave a haze. Be sure to clean
surplus adhesive off surface of plank as you go.
Apply the adhesive to the subfloor (including the T&G
adhesive in end joints) and place the first plank down up
against the holding board with the groove side facing the
wall. Continue laying the first row using the tongue and
groove method. Tighten all joints by the use of a wooden or
plastic tapping block and soft mallet. Gently knock the
boards in from the tongue side. Never use a hammer
directly on the plank as this can cause damage to the finish.
Trowel spread adhesive and continue the installation across
the room. Trim the last row of flooring to maintain the
minimum expansion space at the far wall. Be careful not to
move the installed flooring out of position. Some flooring
boards may need to be tapped or pulled into place with a
tapping block or pull bar.
If tape is needed, be sure to remove any tape within 20
minutes of application. Leaving tape on for more than 20
minutes or using the wrong type of tape will damage the
finish. Never tape protective covering directly to the floor –
only tape it to itself.
Once the room is finished, remove the backer boards at the
starter row. Dry lay the first row of flooring to replace the
backer board. Trowel spread the adhesive on the back of
the flooring boards (not on the subfloor) and install the
flooring, sliding the groove onto the tongue of the already
installed starter row. Doorways and other openings may
require installation of the flooring the same way. Slide the
flooring boards under the previously cut door trims and
casings.
Roll every 2 to 3 hours and on completion with a 100lb. to
150lb. roller to ensure all planks are flat and in contact with
the adhesive. Remove any spacer wedges. Always nail
moldings to the adjacent wall, not the flooring. Clean,
sweep, and vacuum installed flooring before use.

Floating Method
When choosing the floating method for engineered wood, it
is critical that the subfloor is flat to within 3/16" per 10'
radius. The manufacturer will not honor warranty claims
for products damaged due to plank movement or flexing
due to an uneven floor.
For floating installation, a 6 mil., age-resistant polyethylene
plastic sheet is required as a moisture barrier. It is also
required that a 15lb. asphalt saturated felt (rag paper) be
used as an underlayment above the moisture barrier to
reduce sound. You can also use a 2 in 1 product that
incorporates both a moisture barrier and sound barrier in
ONE sheet.
Choose a starting wall according to the most aesthetically
or architecturally important elements in the room, taking
into consideration fireplaces, doors, cabinets and
transitions, as well as the squareness of the room. The
starting wall will often be the longest unbroken wall in the
room. Measure out from the starting wall the width of one
flooring plank plus ½” expansion space. Snap a working
line parallel to the starting wall. Lay the first row of
flooring. Apply T&G glue on the bottom side of the groove
of each end joint. Align the tongue side of the starter row
along the chalk line and engage the end joints together. Use
shims along the long wall and at both ends of the row to
keep the floor in place and maintain the right expansion
space.
Adhesive that is allowed to dry on the plank surface can be
difficult to remove and may leave a haze. Be sure to clean
surplus adhesive off surface of plank as you go.
Lay the second and third row of flooring boards. End joints
should be separated by a minimum of 18” from the adjacent
row. Spread T&G glue along the bottom side of the long
groove and each end joint groove on the second row of
flooring. Engage the groove side of the second row with the
tongue of the starter row. Engage the end joints at the same
time, aligning them and cutting at the end of each row to
allow for appropriate expansion space. Continue this
procedure for the third row. These three rows must be
aligned straight to ensure that the rest of the installation
remains straight.
Continue using the same procedure. If boards do not easily
engage together, use a tapping block or pull-bar. Avoid

working on top of the installed flooring to prevent breakage
of the glue joint. Complete the installation by reinstalling or
installing new base moldings. Do not allow foot traffic on
the floor for 24 hours after installation is complete.

ENGINEERED HARDWOOD
FLOORING
CARE&MAINTENANCE
GENERAL CARE
DO’s:
• Sweep, vacuum, or dust mop regularly.
• Immediately wipe up liquid spills with cloth or paper
towels.
• Maintain with Bona hardwood floor cleaner for unwaxed/un-oiled finishes.
• Use felt protectors or furniture coasters under heavy
furniture. • Close curtains or blinds to limit direct sun
exposure.
• Maintain room temperature (60-80°F).
• Maintain relative humidity in room/building between 3550% year round.
• A protective mat should be placed under office chairs.
• Properly trim pet claws at all times.
• In areas with icy or snowy winters, extra protection
against salt and grit may be needed.
• Place mats and throw rugs at doorways, exteriors and
interiors to help prevent the tracking of grit, dirt, and sand.
• Remember that cleats, sports shoes and high heels can
dent any floor surface.
• Place an area rug in front of the kitchen sink to catch
water.
DON’Ts:
• Drag sharp wooden legs or metal furniture legs as it can
scratch/ dent hardwood floors.
• Expose to direct sunlight for extended periods of time as
it may dry/ fade natural wood.
• Use steam cleaners. They are not recommended for use on
natural wood flooring.
• Place porous flower pots or vases on the floor.
• Use steel wool or scourers.
• Move heavy furniture without protecting wood flooring
by slipping a piece of cloth or pile under the legs or bottom
of items.
• Wet-mop a wood floor. Standing water can dull the finish,
damage the wood, and leave a discoloring residue. A damp
mop is fine as long as the moisture is limited to an amount
that will evaporate almost immediately.

WIREBRUSHED TEXTURE CARE
With a wire brushed texture, the finish on some planks may
contain minor snags and raised grains. This is normal for
this style. For maintenance procedures on this style, we
recommend a lint-free cotton cloth mop with no loops,
rather than a micro-fiber applicator. Micro-fiber material
contains very fine fibers that can catch and snag on a
textured surface.
To keep snags and raised grains to a minimum, maintain
the relative humidity in the home to the recommended level
of 35%-50% year-round and room temperature between 60
°-80°F. A humidifier may be necessary to keep relative
humidity within recommended levels.

UV LACQUERED FINISH
UV lacquered finish floors are quick & easy to maintain,
and with a few low-cost cleaning tools and a little
preventative maintenance can look beautiful for years to
come. In addition to maintaining a stable environment, your
hardwood floor should be cleaned regularly. Simply sweep,
dust mop or vacuum to remove dirt & grit. When necessary
clean your floor with a hardwood floor cleaning product.
NEVER USE a wax or oil based cleaning product on a
lacquered finish.

OIL FINISH
A UV oiled finish does not require any special
treatment directly after installation, however, we
recommend, in addition to regular maintenance, that the
floor be treated with an oil REFRESHER/wash & care
product every 3 to 6 months or whenever the floor needs
revitalizing.
NEVER USE a cleaning product made for a Polyurethane
or lacquered floor on an oil finish.
Daily cleaning should be done with a vacuum cleaner fitted
with felt pads to avoid scratches. Do not use vacuums with
beater bar or turn off beater bar before use. Whenever
necessary, the floor surface can also be cleaned with a
damp mop or a special spot remover/cleaner to remove
stains, grease, shoe tracks etc. Never use the traditional wax
or steel wool on your floor. When mopping with a wellwrung damp, lint free, cotton cloth mop, ensure that the
residual water evaporates from the floor within 1 minute. If
it takes longer, then there is too much moisture on the
applicator.

